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Welcome...
to our September issue of artSpeak.

You may have noticed that artSpeak is a month late! Fear not, we are 
moving artSpeak to a quarterly edition, so you can expect our magazine 
to reach you in September, January and May from this point forward.  

As ever there is so much to keep track of, and having taken the Summer 
off myself, like everyone, the first few weeks back at work is to play 
catch up! Since I have returned to work there have been a number of 
significant meetings taken place that include meeting new schools for 
the EAL project; meeting associated bodies to discuss the future of 
The Friends Institute building, and most positively to welcome two new 
trustees to BCAT - Wendy Cox and Francesca Riggon. 

Both of the new trustees will bring an array of experience with them 
from the educational and social work field that will fill much needed gaps 
in BCAT’s knowledge as we move forward. Welcome to you both.

It was an absolute pleasure to see everyone come together for our 
celebration event. This took place at the Raddison Blu hotel and brought 
together all the people associated with BCAT across therapies and arts 
in health - those who over the last year have significantly helped us 
deliver on our targets for the Community Fund grant. I hope everyone 
who attended had a pleasant time. 

We are already at the end of the first year of our funding - how time 
flies! I believe we have made significant steps in the outcomes of our 
grant with the Community Fund and we are constantly evolving the 
project as we go along to make it stronger. 

Of course, there are plans already being made on the future of BCAT 
after the grant expires. We are currently pulling together our Business 
Plan for the next 5 years that will include the conclusions from a 
therapist meeting we are having shortly regarding new contracts. 

As a charity we have to constantly evolve and respond to business and 
regulatory needs, especially during this time of uncertainty for lots of us, 
but we hope this will be in an onwards and upwards direction.

Dr Angela Fenwick
BCAT CEO and Consultant Music Therapist
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Nurturing talent through school 
work experience placements
 
Over the years we have welcomed 
students from across Birmingham 
schools, but what does a work 
experience placement offer? 
Sianne explains through her blog...

Day 1
Hello my name is Sianne. I love drama, music and all the creative arts. I am currently 
going into year 11 and next year I’ll be doing my GCSEs. I am here on 
my school placement and this is my blog for the week. It is my first day of work experience 
at BCAT (Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies) and so far I have had a pleasant surprise. Before my 
day started I was nervous and I thought that my work here would be boring and I would not learn much, I had 
hoped I could do some creative work, so when I started I was happy to find I was to do exactly that.
My first task was to plan a welcome to BCAT board, which is yet to be continued, so that visitors would know 
where to come up to. I started creatively and painted the welcome sign which, of course, would be the eye 
catching main reason for the board. I continued to plan and reflect on my day.

Day 2
It is my second day at BCAT, for work experience, and I have had a more active day. Today I have again been working 
on my welcome board and I have now got more information which has helped my progress, but I was also in an 
interesting meeting where I helped and listened to arrangements for the summer festival next week. I helped to give 
the idea of busy bees, a drama game where you are given a letter and have to make yourself represent something 
beginning with that letter e.g. M-monkey which could be used in the drama section of it. I also took some time in the 
studio, playing some piano, guitar and attempting the drums, as a way of expressing myself musically. This will later help 
with creating my second board representing myself. I hope tomorrow will be just as active, if not more, than today!

Day 3
Today was a busy day at BCAT and I had more time to complete the welcome board. I have now started my own 
board and have tried to incorporate more about myself. Whilst making my board I decided to add lyrics and quotes 
from my favourite songs and films. Today I learnt that everything I love has a deeper meaning to why I love it. I learnt 
this why asking myself why do I like the Fast and Furious franchise? I realised there is more than the general thrill 
and expensive race cars but in every film there is a consistent idea of family and trust and I believe that this moral 
is important. Maybe I’ll find more in depth reasons as to why I love the things I do whilst exploring my ideas for my 
board tomorrow!
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Day 4
It is my 4th day at BCAT and sadly tomorrow will be my last. Today I have managed to finish my own board.
Today I tested my creativity and put my craft skills together. I am not amazing at crafting but nonetheless the board 
was still fun to create. Today I recalled achievements and explored my interests and how BCAT has helped my 
growth. At school I am a Senior Companion Prefect and this means I effectively am a councillor to other students in 
my school, additionally being a senior means I also have to take care of other companions and make sure they are 
doing their duties. BCAT has shown me how to understand others more effectively and in a creative way. I hope to 
incorporate this into my role as a drama club leader in companions.

Day 5
It is my last day of work experience at BCAT. I have enjoyed all my work and getting to know everyone at BCAT. I 
have learnt many things in how to link my role of counselling as a companion and my enjoyment in creative arts.
Today I joined the poetry group where we had the assignment of writing a poem on experiencing an “outside 
concert” and all the poems reflected each person in a very unique way. It was very interesting seeing all the 
contrasting personalities and the bizarre conversations that took place. We all manage to express ourselves in the 
end with poetry. Thank you BCAT for having me, I have really liked learning about everything you do.

Sound waves flowing through us,
The heat melting us,
But we dance, and jump insanely to the beat,
Not minding how near faint we are,
The crow, wild animals, belting to the excitement,
Whilst I stand there,
Just stand, admiring the stage, the performance, the crowd and how bizarre it all seems.
Chaotic!
The warm smells, though not all pleasant,
Boisterous chanting, proud, as if in competition with the rest,
Just to be heard,
I admire the adrenaline,
Shooting through the performer with curly dark brown hair, glistening,
While, he too, smiles at this chaos, 
I never realised how quite content one could be, despite the overwhelming atmosphere – I wish it would never stop.
Sianne Parmar
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I’m Tony Nicholls.  I’m 
63 years old and live in 
Solihull. I’ve been married, 
to Jill, for 36 years and I 
have one daughter and one 
granddaughter.  Originally 
from Essex, I’ve lived in the 
West Midlands since 1992. 
Following a career in Banking, 
Payment technologies and, 
latterly, the National Lottery 
Community Fund (Big Lottery 
Fund as it was) I retired last 
year. One of my objectives 
from retirement was to 
find a Trustee position with 
an established community 
organisation with potential 
for growth, with people I 
could believe in, and one 
to which I could offer my 
business and marketing 
experience.

Introducing Tony Nicholls - 
trustee at BCAT 

 I am lucky to have joined BCAT at such 
an exciting time.  As we celebrate BCAT’s 
25th anniversary, we are also doing a lot 
of work to position ourselves for the 
next 25! 
Having been a trustee with BCAT for almost one year now, I can tell you 
it’s been quite a learning curve!  Arts as therapies is not an area with which 
I was previously familiar, but I came quickly to appreciate the terrific work 
we do with a wide range of clients, both in groups and on a one-to-one 
basis.  It is also became apparent what a richness of expertise is contained 
within our cohort of therapists, facilitators and volunteers and how BCAT 
would be nothing without their skills and enthusiasm.

We’re reviewing all of our policies to ensure that we’re up-to-date with 
current best practice and that we’re being as efficient and effective as 
possible. Our clients are at the heart of everything we do.  I’ve worked at 
companies in the past who say they are, but are really driven by short-term 
shareholder value. I’m happy to report that this isn’t just rhetoric here at 
BCAT; our success is built upon a total commitment to our clients’ needs.

The future for BCAT looks exciting. We’re working in an environment 
where access to funding is increasingly competitive.  Our networks are 
good, though, and we’re well connected.  Two new trustees have just joined 
us, Wendy Cox and Francesca Riggon, who have expertise in areas that 
will be of great benefit to us in schools and social work.  Personally, I don’t 
think we do enough to promote ourselves as an organisation and so this is 
an area we can raise our profile and bring our achievements and potential 
to the attention of wider audiences.  We also need to continue to listen 
carefully to our customers and practitioners to ensure that we continue to 
be relevant, and build upon our successes, in the years ahead.
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FREE arts workshops for the CVS

in art, dance, drama, music

and games

Delivering Arts in Health
Supporting English as an 

Additional Language (EAL)

free project for 
school age 

children

call 0121 440 8273

for the youngsters 
Come and join us for lots of Half 
term fun at Shard End,  Bloomsbury, 
Northfield and Sutton Coldfield libraries 
where children can enjoy professionally 
led workshops in puppet making, ballet 
and arts and crafts. Sessions are totally 
free and open to ages 5-12.

for adults 
STEP ON delivers 
lots of free 
workshops that will 
appeal to those 18+ 
so come along for 
free and join the fun!

BCAT in the community 
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Supporting English as an 
Additional Language (EAL)

free project for 
school age 

children

call 0121 440 8273

SATURDAY STARZ 
BEGINS
We are now beginning our 5th cycle of STARZ 
thanks to Lottery funding. Between Sep-Oct 
children will be able again to engage in fun free 
workshops at Kings Heath, Tower Hill, Balsall 
Heath, Ward End and Glebe Farm libraries. 

The previous themed Harry Potter workshops 
saw plenty of wands and spells being created, 
and as you can see, facilitator Marie got well 
and truly involved! 

SPACE STARZ 
ORBITS BRUM! 
Over the Summer we have had tremendous 
fun delivering 61 workshops across 
Birmingham libraries to support the Summer 
Reading Challenge. 

Local children had the opportunity to engage 
in free art, dance, drama, music and dance 
workshops based on the SPACE CHASE 
theme set by the Reading Agency. Over 560 
engagements were recorded and feedback  
has been amazing.   
 
A big thank you to CRAIG, 
REBECCA, TEMI, SINEAD, JIMMY, 
THOMAS, KAYLEIGH, SIMONE,  
LAURA, ANNIELOU and 
BECCY for delivering a 
fantastic programme of 
workshops. 
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News in brief

National Autism Show 
We were once again overwhelmed by the response 
we had at the National Autism Show on 21-22 June at 
the NEC. All our therapy and therapeutic arts in health 
workshops were well attended and plenty of questions 
about our services were asked. Thanks to the Community 
Fund we were in a much better position than last year to 
offer extra funded help to other organisations and clients - 
although we could not stretch to Cornwall which was a real 
request! 

Where Next Arts Summer Festival
The sun was shining, the burgers were frying and the 
atmosphere was electric at the first Where Next? arts festival 
that was held in July. We were very privileged to be able to 
provide well attended arts workshops throughout the day for 
the Where Nexts’? Beneficiaries who had lots of fun. The image 
on the front cover of this issue of artSpeak is a moment in time 
captured at the festival. and we can not wait for next 
year! We are even more excited to be working with 
Where Next? on a Christmas production that will be 
performed in December. 

You can read more about this fantastic charity at 
www.where-next.org.uk

Afternoon celebration 
Thanks to a hefty discount and support at our community 
fundraising events we were able to run an Afternoon Tea 
at the Raddison Hotel in August to thank all those that have 
helped us achieve our targets for the Community Fund grant this 
year. It was an opportunity to bring all those together who have 
worked really hard over the last year across therapies, arts in health 
facilitators and volunteers. 

After tea, it was an honour to award Nimra, Patrick, Jan, Sarah, 
Temi, Michaela, Terry and Doretea certificates of achievement. 

And well done to team Piccaso for winning the quiz! 
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New Trustees 
We would like to welcome new Trustees Wendy Cox 
and Francesca Riggon to BCAT - both bring an array 
of experience that will reinforce the Trustee team. 

Supporting Forward Carers Thank you day
Thank you Rebecca, Julie, Jan and Mumtaz for delivering 
workshops at the Forward Careers Family Day at the 
Botanical Gardens. It was great to see so many carers 
and their families enjoying lots of activities in the beautiful 
surroundings of the Botanical Gardens. It was certainly very 
busy!   

Your Idea’s Awards 
It was a huge pleasure to sit on the panel alongside 
academics at the final presentation of the Your Ideas Gaming 
project awards. What was produced over the project was 
amazing and there were some really credible game ideas and 
graphics produced that were worthy of being developed! 
Thank you to Leonard Cheshire for supporting this project. 
 
NCFE courses 
Well done to all those who completed and received their 
certification in Understanding Autism. We held a recent 
sign up for Understanding Mental Health thanks to the 
NCFE funding. These are great opportunities to enhance 
skills as part of our Volunteer Development Programme.

Birmingham City Council funding
We are delighted to have been picked as one of the 26 
organisations who will receive funding from Birmingham 
City Council to deliver health and well-being services to 
adults from their new prevention and communities grant 
programme.

Farewell Spurgeons! 
We had our final cruise workshop in the lovely gardens of 
the Quaker House in Selly Oak in July. Although a joyous 
occasion it was very sad to see the children go as we 
came to the end of our workshops. The exhibition gave an 
opportunity for all the families to see what work had been 
achieved over the 12 weeks. Thank you Spurgeons!
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AIH Facilitators & Volunteers
We have the best people involved in BCAT. 
Below we hear from some of our facilitators and 
volunteers.

 Rebecca Fellows
In 2018, I attended the 10-week Art Experiential course at the Birmingham 
Centre for Arts Therapies to explore ways of using art for therapeutic 

purposes. The Art Experiential course encouraged me to express myself 
using emotion, enabling me to discover and become more reflective about 
myself as a person based on my own, creative outcomes. After completion, 
the course left me eager to seek further therapeutic art opportunities and 
understand more about the world of Art Therapy and Arts in Health. 

 Since May 2019, I have delivered sessions for BCAT as an Arts in 
Health Facilitator and I have thoroughly enjoyed every moment of my time

spent working for such an important organisation. I have loved delivering workshops in libraries across 
Birmingham as part of Space Chase and I have been amazed at the display of pure imagination, energy and 
enthusiasm I have witnessed from the children during these sessions over the summer. 

It has been a pleasure to work alongside a diversity of highly creative, knowledgeable and supportive people 
both at BCAT and within the community and I want to take this opportunity to thank BCAT for welcoming 
me on board as an Arts in Health Facilitator. The experience I have gained so far from BCAT has made me 
even more determined to pursue a career within this field and I hope to take the next step of studying for 
a master’s degree in Art Therapy in the near future. Again, thank you for this opportunity. 
 

Patrick Chan
 
Volunteering with BCAT has been interesting as I have worked with 
different types of service users from children to the elderly in a care home 
on all kinds of activities. I have learnt to adapt in various situations with 
the support from  facilitators. The flexibility BCAT offers allows me to try 
out a number of creative workshops. My most memorable moment was 
probably when a happy child with autism kept laughing and handed me some 
chocolates after his Easter egg hunt. My most relaxed session was when I 
helped out at a yoga class. Between my volunteering and work commitments,  
I take graphic design and computer-aid design lessons as I like to design   

     logos, posters and products.
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Daisy Nash

I’m a graduate form Falmouth university where I studied dance 
and choreography. I always enjoyed the arts and I find art 
therapeutic for myself. My passion is to help individuals gain a 
better well-being and to make children smile especially if there 
are struggling themselves. I have completed many courses to gain 
knowledge to help me do this. 

My experience volunteering with BCAT has been an amazing 
opportunity to work with different types of people. My 
experience working in Starz has been especially rewarding. 
When I see the children treat me like a normal adult over 
looking my disability. I feel like I’m teaching children that I’m just 
like another adult and hopefully they will do the same in their 
community. I enjoy working with different people. I always feel 
as part of a team. This opportunity has push me to follow my 
dreams into helping people.

Simone Chester

Creative Goddess is a freelance art and crafts business 
working with all ages, groups and organisations to promote 
creative flow, make art and reach full potentials. We promote 
having fun, learning new arts and craft skills and giving time and 
space to release and make beautiful pieces of artwork. We run 
courses at Chester Drawers Vintage Furniture and 
Interior (B27 6LR) and also work in various locations with 
adults, women’s groups, arts in health projects and doing private 
tutoring for children.

So, do you just want to paint big, draw small and make or sew? 
Then get cracking on that white page and find ways to get 
started in just 5mins! Are you finding yourself procrastinating and 
struggling to get into your creative flow for the first time? Come 
work with us! If you have ideas for projects then get in touch and 
we can make it happen.

 
It’s all about getting your art work to become part of your daily life - making you physically, spiritually 
and mentally balance and mindful. Art is medicine! 

To see the day and weekend courses, book tutoring, book art party’s (we have done young people’s 
craft and art parties, hen dos, spiritual ceremonies), 1to1’s to develop your work - look us up on 
Facebook: Creative Goddess or Chester Drawers Vintage Furniture and Interiors 
and on Instagram @creative_goddess and @chest1234
Or contact me on 07973405452 to chat. 
New website coming soon : Look out for it and have a peek!

BCAT supporting facilitators’ own 
businesses in the community
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Music through Open Harmony 
by Laura Ateyo
My journey with BCAT started in 
February 2019.  I knew I had a desire 
to give back to my local community 
and the creative arts seemed like a 
great way to do that as I have always 
loved music, writing and creating art 
in various forms.   
With BCAT, I have met many like-minded people with similar aims and 
experiences to me - I felt at home almost immediately.  For my first BCAT 
session, I volunteered at a music session at The Memory Cafe in Sutton 
Coldfield and observed Sarah Dyble leading.  I was very impressed with how 
she engaged all 30 people in the group - people living with mild to advanced 
dementia, carers and relatives - got them singing, clapping, making different 
rhythms on percussion instruments, seemingly effortlessly.  Some people 
were moved to sing solos or get up and dance and I was inspired to emulate 
this leadership that invited people to express themselves in a way that made 
sense to them and just have a great time amongst friends.  

With Sarah and Richard’s encouragement, I plucked up the courage to lead 
my first session, which happened to be at that Memory Cafe.  I followed 
Sarah’s example as best I could but obviously in my own style and, despite all 
the hand wringing and a sleepless night the night before, it went great!  My 
self-esteem shot up, and, if for only this reason, I am so grateful I joined BCAT.  

In the months that followed, I have led more sing-a-longs at the Memory Cafe, 
helped form a new choir at the Maryvale Community Project, helped plan 
and lead arts sessions for young carers and led arts and drama workshops in 
libraries as part of the Summer Reading Challenge.  There were so many great 
moments from each, I could fill a book! A fantastic recent experience was 
leading and delivering the music component of the ‘Where Next’ Arts festival - 
a charity that provides skills, training and employment progression for young 
people and adults with learning difficulties.  The energy, empowerment and 
growth of those taking part was plain to see.  It’s great to support people, 
young and old, who might be facing difficult circumstances to find their voice 
and create authentic art that manifests - if only for a few moments - who they 
want to be.  I feel honoured to be a part of that.

Through working with BCAT and their clients, I have connected with 
my purpose more strongly and have now established my own social 
enterprise company to share more of those powerful creative sessions with 
communities in my home county of Shropshire.  Thank you, everyone at 
BCAT, for giving me the opportunity to establish something that means so 
much to me and, hopefully, to others too.

OPEN HARMONY CIC
Laura Atyeo is an experienced 
musician (violin, keyboard, drums, 
singer), writer and artist with 
twenty years experience designing, 
delivering and transforming 
healthcare services. She is the 
Founding Director of Open 
Harmony CIC. Her business is 
all about creating those moments 
in group / 1:1 sessions with those 
in the local community who will 
benefit most from the incredible 
therapeutic effects of live music 
and the arts. These sessions are 
inherently interactive, sensitive to 
the needs of the client or client 
groups and flexible in order to 
enable clients to experience 
purpose, new-found confidence 
and insight.  She aims to have a 
hugely positive impact on the 
quality of life and well-being of 
everyone she serves.

You can find out more at:
www.openharmony.co.uk
Facebook:  
Open Harmony Music
E: laura@openharmony.co.uk
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THE BCAT ART GALLERY
A look at some of the great arts and crafts that come 
out of workshops...

...and those that produce the 
work who attend our community 
partners and BCAT workshops.
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WE CAN HELP YOU 
HELP US! 

We understand that paying for graphic designers can often cut into 
budgets. For a very competitive rate, we can supply our own fully 
qualified graphic designer to assist you with any of your graphic 
design needs.

Our graphic designer has over 10 years experience and has 
worked on a variety of CVS and corporate projects.

• LOGOS
• ADVERTISEMENTS
• BRANDING
• BROCHURE DESIGN
• FLYER DESIGN
• EVENT POSTERS
• SIGNAGE
• NEWSLETTERS
• COMMISSIONS
• TYPOGRAPHY
• MURIEL’S
• STREET ART
• EXHIBITION STAND DESIGN
• ILLUSTRATION
• PHOTOGRAPHY
• WEB DESIGN

YOU CAN BE ASSURED THAT ALL MONIES RAISED 
WILL BE HELPING BCAT PROVIDE ITS SERVICES 
AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS.

CALL US ON: 
t: 0121 472 8890 
e: talktous@bcat.info

BCAT’s design service

DO YOU NEED A GRAPHIC DESIGNER OR LOOKING FOR 
COMMUNITY ART PROJECTS?
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From as little as £75 BCAT can educate and inform!
Our interactive training days are designed to educate, experience and inform on the 
techniques that therapists use in each discipline to address their clients needs. These 
techniques can be used in any situation that requires a greater understanding of how the arts 
enhances behaviour and performance.  

BCAT is able to host these training days in our own fully equipped studios or in the comfort of 
your own workspace. Any combination of the disciplines - art, dance, drama and music -  can be 
selected for the half day session, or, if you are looking to run a half day session only, it is possible 
to arrange for the 4 experiential sessions to run concurrently. 

Events and courses  

BCAT provides educational courses to promote 
further involvement in arts therapies & arts in health
Our foundation courses are designed to give you a taster and further information, and an 
understanding on working in arts therapies/ arts in health before you commit to studying for 
qualifications or changing career. Courses are also designed to give a deeper understanding on how 
arts therapies/ arts in health techniques  can be applied to your day to day work. 

Intro to Dramatherapy
from Monday 7 October
2 workshops
£40 for 3 sessions
 
Music Experiential
from Thursday 3 October
10 weeks
£325
 
Introduction to Dance Psychotherapy (DMP)
from Monday 4 November
2 workshops
£40

Corporate training days
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Structure, 
Governance and 
Management

What is BCAT?
The Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies (BCAT) 
was set up in 1993 to provide an accessible arts 
therapies service throughout the Midlands. Arts 
therapists work with both children and adults who 
have a wide range of needs, such as those arising 
from emotional, behavioural or mental health 
problems and effects of stress and trauma.

BCAT allows people the chance to explore these 
difficulties, no matter what they may be, in a safe 
environment with a registered therapist who has 
been trained to offer support or encouragement.

for those needing assistance
• arts therapies sessions with a professional 

registered therapist 
• subsidised arts therapies sessions if BCAT 

funding available
• free arts in health sessions with experienced 

arts professionals 

for referral agencies
• arts therapists to assist your organisation with 

clients suffering from any form of behavioural, 
emotional, social or mental health issue

• one to one or group sessions
• arts in health session leaders 

for students and volunteers
• a resource centre, library and teaching 

establishment for the training, education and 
support of professionals and carers 

• volunteer staff development programme, 
including regular professional supervision 

• events and training courses for all those 
interested in arts therapies and arts in health

We are always in need of funding and looking for 
volunteers.

We would like to thank all those who have donated, 
funded and supported us in 2019 so far.


